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In many wind tunnels, the model support sting drive can both pitch and
roll the sting support. In addition, some tunnels have articulated stings that are
hinged between the sting drive mechanism and the model to pitch the model to
higher angles. This allows tests to be made at higher angles of attack than those
available with the regular sting drive.
Determination of the angles necessary to set the sting drive mechanism
and the articulated sting pitch angle is simple when only a given angle of attack
is desired. However, if an angle of sideslip is desired, it can be very difficult to
determine the sting angles necessary to give the desired _ and/3 on the model.
A program has been developed (ref. 1) to compute the pitch and roll of a
conventional wind tunnel sting to position a model at the desired _ and _.
This program accepts stings with offset angles in yaw, pitch, and roll.
Also, an algorithm is described in reference 2 that uses matrix algebra to
develop equations for the sting drive angles necessary to position a wind tunnel
model in a wind tunnel. These equations can solve for three degree of freedom
sting drive angles necessary to position the model at any attitude including the
effects of sting offsets and sting bending angles.
The programs in this report compute the pitch and roll position of the
conventional sting drive and the pitch of the high angle articulated sting to
position the model at the desired u and fl and position the model as near as
possibleto thecenterlineof the tunnel.
Two computer programs have been developed and are described in this
report. These programs cover the case of no accelerometers on board the model
and the case of accelerometers on board the model to measure model pitch
and/or model roll with respect to gravity.
These programs are iterative programs in that they calculate the ot and
position of the model in the tunnel based on assumed pitch and roll angles of
the sting drive and the pitch of the articulated sting; and then calculate new
positions for the sting pitch and roll and second or articulated pitch to move the
model closer to the desired ot and 8, and position the model in the center of
the tunnel. This process is continued until the calculated t_ and/3 of the model
match the desired ot and _ within a small increment and the model is close as
possible to the center of the tunnel. This procedure insures that the ot and
calculated by the data reduction program based on the available information
such as stream flow angles, sting bending due to measured model forces, and on
board measurements of model pitch and roll, if available, will match the desired
,,, and _.
Both of these programs accept three sting offset angles, three sting
bending angles, and two tunnel flow angles. In addition, the second program




















Velocity along X axis of model
Velocity along Y axis of model
Velocity along Z axis of model
Longitudinal body axis, positive aft, see figure 1
Lateral body axis, positive to fight, see figure I
Vertical body axis, positive upward, see figure 1
Model angle of attack, ot = arctan (w/u), see figure 1
Model angle of slideslip,/3 = arcsin (-v/Vow), see figure 1
Model pitch angle, positive direction is nose up, see figure 1
Sting offset angle in pitch
Sting bending in pitch
Sting drive pitch command
Articulated sting pitch command
Model roll angle, positive direction is right wing down, see figure 1
Sting offset angle in roll
Sting bending in roll
Sting drive roll command
Articulated sting roll
Model yaw angle, positive direction is nose right, see figure 1
Sting offset angle in yaw
Sting bending in yaw
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DETERMINATION OF ANGLE OF ATTACK AND
ANGLE OF SIDESLIP FOR A WIND TUNNEL MODEL
The definition of angle of attack, or, on a wind-tunnel model is given in
reference 3 as the arctan (w/u) where w is the component of the free stream
velocity along the Z axis of the model (vertical axis with the positive direction
upward) and u is the component of the free stream velocity along the X axis of
the model (longitudinal axis with the positive direction aft). This definition
applies no matter what the orientation of the model is. By examining the signs
of u and w, the correct quadrant for t_ can be determined between -180 ° and
+ 180 °. If both u and w are zero, then the angle of attack is indeterminate,
but in these programs, when both u and w are equal to zero, ot is defined to be
equal to zero
The angle of sideslip, B, is defined in reference 3 as the arcsin
(-v/Voo) where v is the component of the free stream velocity along the Y axis
of the model (the lateral axis with the positive direction out the right or
starboard wing) and Vo, is the total free stream velocity. This means that/3
is positive when the flow is from the right.
In these computer programs, the free stream velocity, Voo, is set equal
to one, and the components of the free stream velocity along the wind-tunnel
axis system (u, v, and w) are calculated from the angles of upwash and
sidewash in the wind tunnel. The upwash angle (UWA) is defined to be
positive when the flow is upward in the tunnel (i.e., the w component is
positive) and the sidewash to be positive when the flow is from the right to the
left (from the starboard to the port). For positive wind-tunnel sidewash angle
and the model pitch, roll and yaw angles equal to zero, the v component of the
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modelvelocity is negativeandthemodelsideslipangle,/3, is positive.
The threevelocities(u, v, andw) alongwith thethreeaxesof themodel
are recalculatedfor eachrotationof the model. By convention,therotationsare
takenin order of yaw, pitch, andthenroll (i.e., rotationabouttheZ axis, and
Y axis, andthenthe X axisof the model). Theequationsfor theu, v, andw
velocitiesafter rotationthrougheachof theanglesaregivenbelow.
Yaw (rotationaboutZ axis), i
UA = U * cos(i) - V * sin(if)
VA = V * cos(if) + U * sin(if)
WA = W
Pitch (rotation about Y axis), 0
UB = UA * cos(0) - WA * sin(0)
VB = VA
WB = WA * cos(O) + UA * sin(0)
Roll (rotation about X axis), C,
UC = UB
VC = VB * cos(C,) - WB * sin(c,)
WC = WB * cos(c,) + VB * sin(c,)
Where i is the angle of yaw (positive for nose right), 0 is the angle
of pitch (positive for nose up), and C, is the angle of roll (positive for right
wing down). These angles are shown in figure 1 from reference 4.
The equations given above are used in subroutine ALPBET of program
STNG2PRto calculatethevelocitiesu, v, andw after eachrotationof the
model. After thethreevelocitiesaredetermined,theangleof attack, c_,the
angleof sideslip,8, arecalculatedusingtheformulasgivenabove.
DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Two computer programs were developed to calculate the sting pitch
angle, 0se , sting roll angle, _sc, and the second sting pitch angle, 0sc2,
necessary to obtain the desired a and _ and to position the model as close as
possible to the center line of the tunnel. Since this problem has three dependent
variables (0se , _bse, and 0sc2), it requires that three independent quantities
be specified in order that the problem be completely defined. The variables
chosen are the _ and B of the model and the position of the model in the
tunnel with respect to the centerline of the tunnel. When no restraints are given
for the three dependent variables (0sc , _bse, and 0sc2) , the program will
find a solution that gives the desired c_ and B and puts the model on the
centerline of the tunnel. However, this solution may require sting pitch angles,
0so , greater than or less than those obtainable from the tunnel sting pitch drive
(see figure 2). In these cases, the program puts the sting at the limit of the sting
drive and changes the other two variables (_se and 0se2) to position the
model at the desired ot and _ and as close as possible to the tunnel centerline.
The first program, STNG2, calculates the sting pitch and roll and second
sting pitch angles based on the sting geometry, such as sting offsets and sting
bending. This program consists of the main program and three subroutines. A
listing of the program is given in Appendix A.
The second program, STNG2PR, calculates the sting pitch and roll and
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secondstingpitch anglesfrom the sting geometry but also uses inputs from
accelerometers on board the model that measure the model pitch and roll angles.
This program consists of a main program and five subroutines and a listing is
given in Appendix B.
A list and description of the variables used in these programs is given
after the description of the programs.
PROGRAM STNG2
Program STNG2 calculates the sting pitch, 0se , sting roll, q_sc, and
second sting pitch, 0sc2, necessary to obtain a desired model angle of attack,
c_, angle of sideslip, fl, and position the model in the center of the tunnel.
The program actually first calculates the or,/_, and position of the model in the
tunnel for an assumed sting pitch, sting roll, and second sting pitch. Then, by
iteration, the assumed sting pitch, sting roll, and second sting pitch angles are
changed until the calculated ot and fl agree with the desired or command ot
and/_ (ALPC and BETC) and the model is located on the centerline of the
tunnel.
Program STNG2 is very similar to program STNG reported in reference
1. Program STNG2 has three factors, called FA, FB, and FD, which are equal
to the change in alpha, beta, and distance from the centerline of the tunnel,
respectively, with a unit change in the angle of sting (either pitch, 0so, roll
_bs, or second pitch angle, 0sc2, depending on which angle is being
optimized.) These factors are combined linearly with the error between the
actual value of the angle or distance (ALP, BET, and DIS) and the desired angle
or distance (ALPC, BETC, and zero distance) to give the function F. This
functionis thenminimizedby subroutineCONV which usesaprocedurewhich
is equivalentto the secantmethodof finding therootsof anequationto find the
stingposition that reducesF to a minimumvalue.
Each time subroutine CONV is called to find the sting position to
minimize F, subroutine VEL is called to determine the ot and B, and
subroutine DIS is called to determine the distance of the model from the
centerline, at the new sting position. These new values for or,/3, and distance
are then used to calculate a new value for F. This process is repeated until the
absolute value of F is less than the tolerance for F (TOLF = 0.00001) or for a
maximum of three iterations.
The function F is calculated and minimized first for sting pitch
(THESC), then for sting roll (PHISC), and then for the second sting pitch
(TH C2).
After the F has been minimized for each of the three sting angles, the
entire procedure is repeated until the change in each of the three sting angles
(THESC, PHISC, and THESC2) is less than the tolerance for sting angles
(TOLANG = 0.01) in the last iteration or for a maximum of 100 iterations.
The program usually reaches the limit for TOLANG in about 50
iterations with the tx and fl within about 0.001 degrees of the desired angle
and the distance equal to about 0.2 (where the units for distance are the same as
used to specify the sting lengths, R1, X2, and X3 at the beginning of the
program).
The program then checks to see if the sting roll position is outside the
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limits setfor thestingroll positionat thebeginningof theprogram(-85° to
100° for model upright).
If the sting roll is outside the limits, the program is rerun from statement
50 with the pitch equal to negative of the pitch solution and the roll equal roll
solution + 180 °. The solution with the new initial values for pitch and roll is
very quick and the sting roll will be between the limits of -85 ° to 100 °. If
an inverted solution is desired, the limits on the sting roll can be changed to
+80 ° for the lower limit (PHISLL) and 265 ° for the upper limit
(PHISLU).
The program then checks to see if the sting pitch (THESC) is within the
limits for sting pitch available in the wind tunnel. The lower limit, THESLL, is
set to -11 ° and the upper limit, THESLU, is set to +19 ° in this program.
If the sting pitch command THESC is within the sting limits, the program
continues on to the section of the program starting at the DO 2000 statement
where the angle of attack, ALP, and the angle of sideslip, BET, are converged
to the commanded angle of attack, ALPC, and the commanded angle of
sideslip, BETC, without regard to the distance of the wind tunnel model from
the centerline of the tunnel. In this section of the program, the factor F is a
function of the error in angle of attack, DALP and angle of sideslip, DBET
only. Therefore,
F = FA*DALP + FB*DBET
As before, the function F is calculated and minimized first for the sting pitch
CH-IESC), then for the sting roll (PHISC), and then for the second sting pitch
(THESC2). This procedure is repeated until the error in angle of attack,
DALP, and the error in angle of sideslip, DBET is reduced to less than the
tolerance TOLDAB. (Set to 0.00001 at the beginning of the program).
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If the stingpitch command,THESC, is outsidethelimits for stingpitch
availablein the wind tunnel,the stingpitch is setto thenearestlimit andthe
programgoesto statement2020. In thispart of theprogramasin thepart after
theDO 2000statement,theprogramconvergestheangleof attack,ALP, and
angleof sideslip,BET, to the commandedanglesof attackandsideslipwithout
regardto thedistancefrom thewind tunnelmodelto thecenterlineof the
tunnel. However, thestingpitch is fixed at thestingpitch limit andonly the
secondstingpitch, THESC2,andthestingroll, PHISC, areused(in thatorder)
to reducetheerror in ALP andBET.
Thereis a counterin theprogram(IREPT)which is usedto stop
executionif theprogramgetsinto aninfinite loop whenit returnsto statement
50over andover. This canhappenif theprogramis askedto solvean
impossiblecasesuchastheBETC of 20° whenthestingpitch limits are
+19° and-11°
SinceSTNG2convergesmuchmoreslowly thantheSTNGprogramdid
(sometimes65 iterationsin STNG2comparedto generally10 to 20 in STNG),
theanswersfrom thepreviouscalculationaresavedandusedasa startingpoint
for the nextcalculationsin theSTNG2program.
Theanswersfor thefirst part of theprogramwhereTHESCis unlimited
aresavedasthevariablesTHESCUL, PHISCUL, andTHES2UL. Theanswers
of the lastpart of theprogramwhereTHESCis limited aresavedasthevariable
THESC2L andPHISCL.
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The following is a list anddescription of the variables used in program


















Angle of attack of model, c_
Command or desired angle of attack
Angle of sideslip of model,/3
Command or desired angle of sideslip
Differences between angle of attack of the model and desired
angle of attack
Difference between angle of sideslip of the model and desired
angle of sideslip
Distance of the wind tunnel model from the centerline of the
wind tunnel measured perpendicular to the wing span (with
_sc2 = 0°)"
Lateral distance of the wind tunnel model from the centerline
(Positive to the right)
Vertical distance of the wind tunnel model from the centerline
(Positive upward)
Function which is to be minimized by pitching and rolling the
sting drive and pitching the high angle articulated sting
Weighting factor for DALP in the function F
Weighting factor for DBET in the function F
Weighting factor for DIS in the function F
Variable used to limit the number of times the program starts
over after converging outside the sting roll limits
Sting offset angle in roll (_off)
Sting bending in roll Ssb)





















desiredot and/3 and at the centerline of the tunnel
Sting roll command with sting pitch fixed at the limit. Used as a
starting point for the next computation after statement 2020
Sting roll command with sting pitch unlimited. Used as a starting
point for the next computation just above statement 50
Second (articulated) sting offset in roll. Set to a constant value at
the beginning of the program and not changed by the program.
Lower limit on sting roll.
Upper limit on sting roll.
Sting offset angle in yaw 0koff).
Sting bending in yaw (¢s_"
Radius of the sting pitch arc sector (see figure 2).




offset angle in pitch (Ooff).
bending angle in pitch (Osb).
Sting pitch command (Osc) required to position the model at the
desired ot and ft.
Sting pitch command with sting pitch unlimited. Used as a
starting point for the next computation just above statement 50.
Second (articulated) sting pitch angle.
Second sting pitch angle with sting pitch fixed at the limit. Used
as a starting point for the next computation after statement 2020.
Lower limit for sting pitch angle.
Upper limit for sting pitch angle.
Second sting pitch angle with sting pitch unlimited. Used as a
starting point for the next computation just above statement 50.










during the last iteration.
Convergence tolerance for the sum of the absolute values of
DALP and DBET.
Convergence tolerance for the value of F.
Wind tunnel free stream upwash angle, positive for flow from
below.
Free stream velocity component in the longitudinal direction in
the wind tunnel (the total free stream velocity is assumed to be
1.0).
Free stream velocity component in the lateral direction (flow
from the right when looking forward is positive).
Free stream velocity component in the vertical direction (upward
flow is positive).
Distance from sting pitch arc sector to second (articulated) sting
pitch axis. (See figure 2.)




The purpose of subroutine VEL is to calculate the angle of attack, _,
and angle of sideslip, B, of the wind tunnel model. The subroutine requires
inputs of the velocity components in the wind tunnel u, v, and w; the sting
offset angles; the sting bending angles; and the sting drive angles. The
subroutine calculates the components of the free stream velocity along the three
axes of the model after each rotation angle using the formulas given in the
section "Determination of Angle of Attack and Angle of Sideslip for a Wind
Tunnel Model." After the last rotation, these velocities are used to calculate the
angle of attack, or, and angle of sideslip, _, using the following formulas:
ot = arctan (w/u)
B = arcsin (-v/Vo.)
V_. is set equal to one in the main program (STNG2) and therefore:
= arcsin (-v)
The following is a list and description of the additional variables used in
subroutine VEL:
UB, ... ,UI Longitudinal velocity in the model axis system after each
rotation.
Lateral velocity in the model axis system after each rotation.
Vertical velocity in the model axis system after each rotation.
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SUBROUTINE DISTANCE
Subroutine distance calculates the position of the wind tunnel model
relative to the centerline of the wind tunnel. The subroutine requires inputs of
the lengths of the various portions of the sting, R1, X2, and X3; the sting offset
angles in yaw (PSIOFF), pitch (rI-IEOFF) and roll (PSIOFF); and the sting
drive angles, THESC, PHISC, and THESC2. The distance DY and DZ are
calculated by subroutine DIST where DY is the lateral distance of the model
from the wind tunnel centerline with positive direction to the fight and DZ is the
vertical distance from the centerline with positive values above the centerline.
The units of the distances DY and DZ are the same as the units used to input the
values of R1, X2, and X3.
The program starts with an axis system aligned to the model axis system:,
and then translates and rotates the axis system along the stings until it is aligned
to the wind tunnel axis system. As each of these translations and rotations are
made, the subroutine calculates the position of the model in the axis system after
each movement. Since the translations and rotations are taken in reverse order
(normally the program calculates the effect of sting pitch first, and second sting
roll last, (i.e., see subroutine VEL). The angles used in subroutine DIST are
the negative of the angles used in the normal procedure.
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Longitudinal distance of the wind tunnel model in the translated
and/or rotated axis system (positive downstream).
Lateral distance of the wind tunnel model in the translated and/or
rotated axis system (positive to the right facing upstream).
Vertical distance of the wind tunnel model in the translated
and/or rotated axis system (positive upward).
SUBROUTINE CONV
The purpose of subroutine CONV is to minimize a function Y = F(X).
The function is calculated in the calling program and the subroutine calculates a
new value of the independent variable X that will make the value of the
dependent variable Y, nearer to zero. The new value of X is determined by
calculating where a straight line through the last two previous pairs of points; X
and Y, and XSAVE and YSAVE; intersects the X axis.
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This newvalueis returnedto thecalling programin theX parameterand
theold X andY areplacedin theXSAVE andYSAVE parametersat theendof
the subroutine. In orderto improvethestability of thisprocedure,certainlimits
areplacedon the distancethenew X valuecanbe from theold X andXSAVE
values. TheIF statementabovestatement3 of the subroutineCONV limits the
new X valueto beno more than3.5 timesthedistancebetweentheold X and
XSAVE valuesawayfrom theaverageof thesevalues. Also if thetwo previous
valuesfor X are the same,thenewX is calculatedin a specialway in statement
3. If thetwo previousY valuesare thesame,thenew X is calculatedto be the
averageof thetwo previousX's in statement4.













Absolutedistance between X1 and X2.
Latest value of the independent variable. Also returned as the
next value to be tried for the independent variable.
Average of X1 and X2.
Slope of line between X1, Y1 and X2, Y2.
Previous value of independent variable. Also returned as
previous value of X.
Previous value of the independent variable (same as XSAVE).
Latest value of the independent variable.
Latest value of the dependent variable.
Previous value of the dependent variable. Also returned as the
previous value of Y.
Previous value of the dependent variable (same as YSAVE).
Latest value of the dependent variable.
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PROGRAM STNG2PR
Program STNG2PR calculates the sting pitch and roll angles and
articulated sting pitch angle required to obtain the desired angle of attack and
angle of sideslip and position the model near the centerline of the wind tunnel
when the model has on board measurements of the model pitch and roll (or
pitch only if the roll is not available). The model pitch and roll is assumed to
be measured relative to gravity.
At first it would appear that these cases would simplify the calculation of
the alpha and beta of the model in the wind tunnel since the effects of sting
offsets and sting bending are already included in the on board measurements of
model pitch and roll. This is true in the case where a straight sting is used and
the model yaw is assumed to equal zero. Since most wind tunnel tests use
straight stings, on board measurements of model pitch and roll is a very
valuable method of determining model alpha and beta in the wind tunnel. For
bent stings, however, model yaw cannot be assumed to equal zero and model
pitch and roll alone is not sufficient to determine model angle of attack and
angle of sideslip.
In order to make program STNG2PR more generally applicable, no
assumptions were made about the sting offset angles or the model yaw angle in
the wind tunnel. Therefore, the program is applicable not only to the case of
straight sting, but also to the case where the sting is offset and/or where sting
bending occurs.
Program STNG2PR is similar to program STNG2 in that they both
calculate the model t_, fl, and position of the model in the tunnel at a given
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sting position and then, by the use of a factor, try to reduce the difference
between the calculated t_ and B and the desired or commanded a and/_ and
position the model near the centerline of the wind tunnel.
Program STNG2PR uses the same function (F) as program STNG2 uses
to reduce the error between the calculated ot and/3 and the desired ot and/3
and to position the model near the centerline of the wind tunnel. The major
difference between the two programs is that STNG2PR uses a three-step process
to calculate c_and/3 instead of the one step that STNG uses (subroutine VEL).
The three steps are: first, calculate the yaw, pitch and roll angles of the model
from the sting support system angles and the sting geometry (subroutine
SIMUST), second, correct the pitch and roll of the model by the difference
between the measured model pitch and roll, and the calculated model pitch and
roll (DTHEMOB and DPHIMOB) determined at the beginning of the program;
and third, calculate the c_and/3 of the model from the model yaw, pitch and
roll angles (subroutine ALPBET).
When programs STNG2 and STNG2PR are used in actual wind tunnel
situations, the sting drive angles calculated by these programs will change
somewhat as the sting and model move to the commanded positions because the
sting bending angles will change as the angles of attack and sideslip of the
model change, and because the differences between the calculated model pitch
and roll and the on board measured model pitch and roll change as the model
attitude changes. The final position, however, will be the correct position to
obtain the desired ot and/3, since the final values for the sting bending and
measured model pitch and roll will be the same as those used by the wind tunnel
data reduction program.
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The following is a list and description of the additional variables used in














Difference between PHIMOB and PHIMT determined at
the beginning of the program.
Difference between THEMOB and THEMT determined at
the beginning of the program.
Roll and model as measured by on board accelerometers.
Theoretical on board roll of model.
PHIMOBT = PHIMT + DPHIMOB
Theoretical roll of model as determined by subroutine
SIMUST from the sting drive angles, sting offset angles,
and sting bending angles.
Actual sting drive roll angle.
Actual articulated sting pitch angle.
Theoretical yaw angle of the model as determined by
subroutine SIMUST from the sting drive angles, sting
offset angles, and sting bending angles.
Pitch of model as measured by on board accelerometers.
Theoretical on board pitch of model.
THEMOBT = THEMT + DTHEMOB
Theoretical pitch of model as determined by subroutine
SIMUST from the sting drive angles, sting offset angles
and sting bending angles.
Actual sting drive pitch angle.




systemmathematicallyto calculatethe modelyaw, pitch androll anglesfrom
thestingdrive, stingoffsetandstingbendingangles. The methodof calculating
themodelyaw, pitch androll is discussedin reference4 and5, andis explained
below.
Thepitch angleof the modelis determinedby calculatingtheX
component,in the modelaxissystem,of a unit vector in theZ directionof the
tunnelaxissystem(XZ). Thepitch angleis thenthearcsin(-XZ). The pitch
anglecan rangefrom -90° to +90 ° .
The roll of the model is determined by calculating the Y and Z
components, in the model axis system, of a unit vector in the Z direction of the
tunnel axis system (YZ and ZZ). The roll of the model is then the arctan
(-YZ/ZZ) where the quadrant of the roll angle is determined by the sings of YZ
and ZZ individually. The roll angle can range from -180 ° to 180 °. If
both YZ and ZZ are zero (i.e., the pitch angle is +90 °) then the roll of the
model is determined by the arctan (-YX, ZX) and the yaw of the model is
defined to be equal to zero (where YX and ZX are the Y component and the Z
component respectively of a unit vector in the X direction of the tunnel axis
system).
The yaw of the model is determined by calculating the X component in
the model axis system of a unit Y vector in the wind tunnel axis system, XY,
and the X component in the model axis system of a unit X vector in the tunnel
axis system, XX. The yaw of the model is then the arctan (-XY/XX) and can
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range from -180 ° to 180 °.









Sting drive roll angle.
Second sting roll angle.
Sting drive pitch angle.
Second sting drive pitch angle.
The X, Y, and Z components in the model axis system of
a unit vector in the X direction in the tunnel axis system.
The X, Y, and Z components in the model axis system of
a unit vector in the Y direction in the tunnel axis system.
The X, Y, and Z components in the model axis system of
a unit vector in the Z direction in the tunnel axis system.
SUBROUTINE COMP
Subroutine COMP is used to calculate the components, in the model axis
system, of a unit vector in the wind tunnel axis system so that the model yaw,
pitch and roll angles can be determined. This subroutine is very similar to
subroutine VEL in program STNG2 which was used to calculate the velocity
components in the model body axis system. Although this subroutine can
calculate the X, Y, and Z components, in the model axis system, of an arbitrary
vector in the wind tunnel axis system, it is only used in this program to
calculate the components of a unit vector in the X, Y, or Z direction in the wind
tunnel axis system. This means that one of the components, X, Y, or Z, is set
equal to one and the other components axe set equal to zero in the calling
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programargumentlist. Thecomponentsin themodelbody axissystemof the
unit vectorsarethenusedin subroutineSIMUST to calculatethemodelyaw,
pitch, androll.






X, Y, and Z components of a vector in the tunnel
axis system.
X component in the model axis system of a vector
in the tunnel axis system after each rotation.
Y component in the model axis system of a vector
in the tunnel axis system after each rotation.
Z component in the model axis system of a vector
in tunnel axis system after each rotation.
SUBROUTINE ALPBET
The purpose of subroutine ALPBET is to calculate the angle of attack,
tx, and angle of sideslip,/3, of the wind tunnel model. The subroutine
requires inputs of the velocity components in the wind tunnel, U, V, and W,
and the model Euler angles, yaw (if), pitch (0), and roll (_b). The
subroutine calculates the components of the free stream velocity along the three
axes of the model after each rotation angle using the formulas given in the
section "Determination of Angle of Attack and Angle of Sideslip for a Wind
Tunnel Model." After rotation through the three Euler angles, the velocities are




/3 = arcsin (-v/Vo,)
Vo, is set to one in the main program (STNG2PR) and therefore:
/3 = arcsin (-v)
The following is a list and description of the additional variables used in









Angle of attackof model, a.
Angle of sideslipof model, ft.
Angle of rollof model, _b.
Angle of yaw of model, ¢,.
Angle of pitchof model, 8.
Longitudinalvelocitycomponent in the model axissystem
after each Euler angle rotation.
Lateral velocity component in the model axis system after
each Euler angle rotation.
Vertical velocity component in the model axis system
after each Euler angle rotation.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Two programs have been developed to calculate the pitch, roll, and
second articulated pitch angles of a wind tunnel sting drive system that will
position a model near the centerline and at the desired angle of attack and angle
of sideslip in the wind tunnel. These programs account for the effects of sting
offset angles, sting bending angles and wind tunnel stream flow angles. In
addition, the second program incorporates inputs from on board accelerometers
that measure model pitch and roll with respect to gravity.
These program solve for the desired sting pitch and roll with an
interactive procedure using the forward equations that calculate the model
position, ot and/3 from the sting geometry and the sting pitch and roll. This
procedure allows sting offset angles, sting bending angles, and stream flow
angles to be taken into account.
A copy of the source code of these two programs can be obtained from
the "Langley Computer Center with the following statements:
GET, ZSTNG2/UN = 003101N
or GET, ZTNG2PR/UN = 003101N
25
Therun timesfor theseprogramsvery dependinguponthenumberof
iterationsrequiredto convergeto a solution. Theprogramswerecompiledand
run underFortran5 (Fortran77)on theControlDataCorporationCyber
CY180-860computerat LangleyResearchCenter. Therun timesfor STNG2
are from 0.065 secondsfor oneiterationto 36.4secondsfor 100iterationsand
6 restartedcalculations(themaximumallowedin theseprograms).
Normally, however,run time for STNG2vary from about1.8 seconds
for largechangesin tx and B from the previous computation to 0.38 second
for small changes in t_ and B (i.e., 2°). Very small changes (i.e., 0.01 o)
require only two iterations and 0.1 second run time.
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APPENDIX A
COMPUTER LISTING OF PROGRAM STNG2
This appendix contains a computer listing of the program STNG2 which
calculates the wind tunnel sting pitch and roll angles and second sting pitch angle
required to obtain a desired angle of attack, o_, and sideslip, _, on a wind tunnel
model and to position the model in the center of the tunnel. The program accepts
















































C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE STING ANGLES FOR THE HIGH ALPHA STING SYSTEM
C TO GET THE DESIRED ALPHA A.\D BETA A.\D T_ N!NIM_.-M DiST!NCE FRO>/ THE
C CENq'ERLINE OF THE TUN._L ( ONLY THE SECOND PITCH ANG!Er IS USED, NOT
C THE SECOND ROLL ANGLE)
C
C ANS_'ERS SAVED FOR NEXT COMPUTATION
C
C THE ORDER OF ROTATIONS ARE : STING PITCH (THESC), STING ROLL (PHISC),
C OFFSET YAW (PSIOFF), OFFSET PITCH (THEOFF), OFFSET ROLL (PHIOFF),
C SECOND STING PITCH (THESC2), SECC:;I_ STING ROLL (PHISC2),
C BENDING IN YAW (PSISB), BENDING IN PITCH (THESB), A.\D BE_DING IN ROLL (PHIS _.
C







STING LENGTHS (SHOULD BE ON THE ORDER OF 57.3 UNITS SO _;_AT
DISTANCES AND ANGLES ARE OF S_ O_)ER OF MAGNITUDE)
RI IS THE R_IUS OF ROTATION OF THE ARC SECTOR.
X2 IS THE LENGTH OF THE MAIN STING.

























































LIMITS ON STING PITCH ANGLE (THESE LIMITS ALSO LIMIT




POSITIVE FOR FLOW FROM BELOW _ND FROM RIGHT
SWA=. 0
5%'A=.0
FREE STRE_I VELOCITIES (TOTAL VEL. = 1.0)
U=SQRT( I./ (I.+(TAND(SWA))**2+(TA.ND(L_'A))**2) )
V=- U*TAND (SWA)
W= U*TA.N'D(L_qA)



























































INPUTS TO CONTROL PROGR.%._
C0_i%Nq) ANGLES
STING DEFLECTIONS
END OF INP57S TO CONq'ROL PROGRAM




C SET REPEAT COb_q'ER TO 0
IREPT = 0
50 C OhTl NL_





C COh_/ERGE ON ALPP_ COMLM__\D (ALPC), BETA COYI_-A_ND (BETC),


















































DISSV = DZSV*COSD(PHISC) + DYSV*SIhD(PHISC)
CALL VEL (U,V,W, PSIOFF,I_IEOFF,PHIOFF,PSISB,THESB,PHISB,
* THESC ,PHISC,THESC2,PHISC2,ALP ,BET )
CALL DIST(RI,X2,X3,PSIOFF,T_IOFF,PHIOFF,TP_SC ,PHISC,T_SC2,
* DY ,DZ )
DALP =ALP - ALPC
DBET =BET - BETC




FSV = FA*DALPSV + FB*DBETSV + FD*DISSV




* THESC ,PHISC,THESC2,PHISC2,ALP ,BET )
CALL DIST(RI,X2,X3,PSIOFF,THEOFF, PHIOFF,TP_SC ,PHISC,T_SC2,
* DY ,DZ )
DALP =ALP - ALPC
DBET =BET - BETC
DIS = DZ *COSD(PH!SC) + DY *SIND(PHiSC)
F = FA*DALP + FB*DBET + FD*DIS
IF(ABS(F).LT.TOLF) GO TO ii0
CONTINI_
CONTIN_
IF (THESC .EQ. 0.) THESC=.000001
PHISCSV=PHISC-I.



















































* DY ,DZ )
DALP=ALP-ALPC
DBET=BET-BETC




FSV= FA*DALPSV+ FB*DBETSV+ FD*DISSV






* DY ,DE )
DALP=ALP-ALPC
DBET=-BET-BETC
DIS = DE *COSD(PHISC)+ DY *SIND(PHISC)













* Th_SC,PHISC,THESC2,PHISC2,ALP ,BET )
CALLDIST(RI,X2,X3,PSIOFF,THEOFF,PHIOFF,T_SC,PHISC,T_SC2,














































FSV= FA*DALPSV+ FB*DBETSV+ FD*DISSV




* TP_SC,PHISC,_4_SC2,PHISC2,ALP ,BET )
CALLDIST(RI,X2,X3,PSIOFF,TF_OFF,PHIOFF,Th_SC,PHISC,T_SC2,
* DY ,DZ )
DALP=ALP-ALPC
DBET=BET-BETC
DIS = DE *COSD(PHISC)+ DY *SIN_(PHISC)






CHECK TO SEE IF MO_?IENT IN THESC, PHISC _\D THESC2 IS LESS THA.\"
TOL_XG IN LAST IRE.RATION
IF ( ABS(THESC-THESSAV).LT.TOL_NG
* ._hD.ABS(PHISC-PHISSAV).LT.TOLAXG








PRINT 99, THESC, PHISC, TKESC2, PHISC2,ALP, BET,DY,DZ









































































FINAL CO_'VERGENCE ON ALPHA CO._2iAND (ALPC) AXD BETA CO_'C_L<\'D(BETC)
















































CALL VEL (U,V,W, PSIOFF,'I_OFF,PH!OFF,PSISB,THESB,PH!SB,
* Th_SC ,PHISC,THESC2,PHISC2,ALP ,BET )
DALP =ALP - ALPC
DBET =BET - BETC
FA=ALP - ALPSV
FB=BET - BETSV
FSV = FA*DALPSV + FB*DBETSV
F = FA*DALP + FB*DBET
DO II00 ICT}[E=I,3
CALL CONV(THESC ,F,THESCSV,FSV)
CALL VEL (U,V,W,PSIOFF,THEOFF,PHIOFF, PSISB,THESB,PHISB,
* _SC ,PHISC,T_SC2,PHISC2,ALP ,BET )
DALP =ALP - ALPC
DBET =BET - BETC
F = FA*DALP + FB*DBET









CALL VEL (U,V,W, PSIOFF,%q{EOFF,PHIOFF,PSISB,TP_SB,PH!SB,





FSV = FA*DALPSV + FB*DBETSV







































































* THESC,PHISC,THESC2,PHISC2,ALP ,BET )
DALP=ALP-ALPC
DBET=BET-BETC
F = FA*DALP + FBeDBET
IF(ABS(F).LT.TOLF) GOTO 1310CONTINUE
COh_l_%_
CHECK TO SEE IF ALP AND BET ARE WITHIN TOLDAB OF



































































C GO TO END
GO TO 3020
2020 CONTINTJ_
C FINAL COh'VERGENCE ON ALPHA CO_._\D (ALPC) _\D BETA CO_VX__\D (BETC)
C WITHOb_ REGARD TO DISTANCE (DIS), _ WITH THESC SET TO


























































CALL VEL (U,V,W, PSIOFF,THEOFF, PHIOFF, PSISB,THESB,PHISB,





FSV = FA*DALPSV + FB*DBETSV
F = FA*DALP + FB*DBET
DO 2300 ICTHE2=I,3
CALL CONW(THESC2,F,THESC2S,FSV)
CALL VEL (U,V,W, PSIOFF,THEOFF,PHIOFF,PSISB,THESB,PHISB,
* THESC,PHISC,T}_SC2 ,PHISC2,ALP ,BET )
DALP=ALP-ALPC
DBET=BET-BETC
F = FA*DALP + FB*DBET























































CALL VEL (U,V,W,PSIOFF,THEOFF, PHIOFF,PSISB,THESB,PHISB,





FSV = FA*DALPSV + FB*DBETSV
F = FA*DALP +FB*DBET
DO 2200 ICPHI=I,3
CALL COh_(PHISC,F,PHISCSV,FSV)
CALL V_L (U,V,W,PSIOFF,THEOFF, PHIOFF, PSISB,THESB,PHISB,
* THESC, PHISC ,THESC2,PHISC2,ALP ,BET )
DALP=ALP-ALPC
DBET=BET-BETC
F = FA*DALP + FB*DBET
IF(ABS(F).LT.TOLF) GO TO 2210
CON_INI_
C0N_ IN_
CHECK TO SEE" IF ALP m\_ BET ARE WITHIN TOLDAB OF ALPC _\_ BETC
IF ((ABS(DALP)+ABS(DBET)) .LT. TOLDAB ) GO TO 3010
PRINT 9F, ICON_
PRINT 94
PRIh7 99, TH_SC, PHISC, Th_SC2, PHISC2,ALP, BET
IF (IREPT.GE.6) GO TO 3020
CKECK TO SEE IF CON%YRGED OUTSIDE PHIS LIMIT _\D SAVE _NS%_RS

































































CALL DIST(R1, X2, X3, PSIOFF,TEEOFF, PHICFF,THESC, PHISC,THESC2 ,
* DY ,DE )
PRINt 98
PR IN-f 94






FORMAT(IH ,"ICON'V =", I3)
FOIL_L_.T('' THESC PHISC THESC2
* " PSIOFF THEOFF PHIOFF")
FOIL_AT (" THESC PHISC THESC2
* " DBET DY DE
FOP_MAT(" TEESC PHISC THESC2













































* Th_SC, PHISC, THESC2, PHI SC2, ALP, BET)
C
C THIS SUBROD_fIN"E CALCULATES THE ANGLE OF Ai_fACK (ALP) AND ANGLE OF
C SIDESLIP (BET) OF A WIND TL_IN'EL MODEL. INPb'rs ARE VELOCITY COMPOXE._-fS
C IN T?IE WIND TUN_'EL (U, V, AND W), T?[E STING OFFSET ANGLES (PSIOFF, T_0FF,
C A\]) PHIOFF), THE STING BEYDING _.\GLES (PSISB, THESB, A_\q]PHISB, A-N'D
C _ STING DRIVE ANGLES (T-HESC, PHISC, TKESC2 AND PHISC2). THE SUBRObq'Ih_E
C CALCULATES THE COMPON_N-fS OF THE FREE SYRE._! %q_LOCll_f A!_3NG TKE T}LREE
C AXES OF TP2_ MODEL AFTER EACH ROTATION. AFTER TKE LAST ROTATION, THESE
C VELOCITIES ARE USED TO CALCULAblE THE A.\'GLE OF A_'_fACK (ALP) AND THE
C ANGLE OF SIDESLIP (BET).
C
DOR=57. 2957795
C STING PITCH (Y)
UB=U*COSD(Tr[ESC) -W*S Ih'D(THESC)
VB=V
WB=W*COSD (THESC) +U*S IN'D(THE SO)
C STING ROLL (X)
UC=UB
VC=VB*COSD(PHI SC) -WB*S IND(PHISC)
WC=WB*COSD(PHI SC) +VB*S I_'0(PHI SC)




C OFFSET PITCH (Y)
VE=UD*CO SD (Iq{EOFF) -%q3*SIND (THEOFF)
VE=VD
WE=_q3*COSD (TKEOFF) +UD*S IND (THEOFF)
C OFFSET ROLL (X)
UF=UE
VF=VE* CO SD (PHI OFF) -_E*S IhD (PHI OFF)
_rF=W_*C 0SD (PHI OFF) +VE*S I_D (PHI 0FF)
































2N-D STING ROLL (X)
UH=UG
VH=VG_'_COSD(PH!SC2) -WG*S !N'D(PHISC2)
Wq_=WG:,COSD(FH !SC2)+V G*SIND (PH !SC2)
STING BE.\'D!NGIN YAW (Z)
UI=L_:*COSD(PSI SB)-VH*S IND (PSI SB)
VI=%rH*COSD (PS!SB)+L-H*SIhl)(PSI SB)
WI=%_'H
STING _EN-DING IN PITCH (Y)
UJ=UI*COSD (T_SB)-WI*S IND (TKESB)
VJ=VI
WJ=W I*COSD(T}ESB)+UI*S IXD(T_SB)
STING BEN.DING IN ROLL (X)
UK=UJ
_-K=VJ*COSD(PHI SB) -WJ*SIND(PH!SB)
_.'K=WJ*COSD(PHI SB )+VJ* SIN'D(PHI SB)
ALP_% A_\'DBETA
IF (_:<.EQ. o..__\D.04. zq. o.)v.<=.0000001
ALP=ATe\ 2(k-K,L_K)*DOR










































SUBROUTINE DIST(RI, X2, X3, PS IOFF, THEOFF, PHIOFF, THESC, PHISC, Th_ SC 2,
* DY,DZ)
C
C THIS SL'BROb-fIN-E CALCULATES THE POSITION OF TF_ MODEL CEN.-fER
C WITH RESPECT TO THE TL-N.'N'ELAXIS SYSTEM. l_rlESUBRODqq:N_ ST&RTS AT
C _ MODEL AND PROCEEDS TO "f_ TL.'N.-N'£LAXIS SYSTEM. THE ROTATIONS
C A_\D TRANSLATIONS ARE TA_N IN REVERSE ORDER FROM _ ORDER USED
C IN THE MAIN PROGP___I. THE STING BENDING ANGLES ARE IGNORED.
C THE ORDER OF ROTATIONS ARE:
C SECOND STING ROLL (PHI SC2), SECO._D STING PITCH (T_SC2),
C OFFSET ROLL (PSIOFF), OFFSET PITCH (THEOFF), CFFSET YAW (PSIOFF),
C STING ROLL (PHISC), AND STING PITCH (THESC).
C RI IS Th_ RADIUS OF ROTATION OF THE ARC SECTOR.
C X2 IS THE LENGTH OF THE MAIN STING.












(X) HIGH ALPHA STING
2ND STING ROLL (X)
NO EFFECT ON X, Y OR Z























































YE=YD*COSD (-PHIOFF) -ZD*S IND (-PHIOFF)





























































C THIS SUBROU'rIhnE CALCULATES THE VALUE OF X _ICH MINIMIZES THE VALUE OF Y.
C THE CALLING PROGR___M CALCULATES THE VALU_ES OF Y FOR EACH VALt_ OF X.
C THE N_W VALUE OF X IS DETEI_MIN"ED BY CALCULATING _q_ER_E A STP._IGh-f LIh_
C Ti-ROUGH THE LAST TWO PREVIOUS PAIR OF POINTS X AN'D Y, Ah-D XSA\_ ;e\TO_'__'_
C INq'£RSECT TE_ X AXIS. THIS hYW VALU'£ OF X IS RETUI_\YD TO _[E CALLING






IF(X2.EQ.Xl) GO TO 3




















COMPUTER LISTING OF PROGRAM STNG2PR
This appendix contains a computer listing of the program STNG2PR which
calculates the wind tunnel sting pitch and roll angles and second sting pitch angle
required to obtain a desired angle of attack, oe, and sideslip, _, and to position the
model in the center of the tunnel for a wind tunnel model with on board accelerometers
to measure model pitch and/or roll angles. The program accepts accelerometer
measurements of model pitch and roll, wind tunnel stream flow angles in two directions


































C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES 13{E STING ANGLES FOR THE HIGH ALPHA STING SYSTEM
C TO GET THE DESIRED ALPHA AND BETA AND THE MINIMUM DISTANCE FROM [[X4E
C CENTERLINE OF 13{E TUNNEL ( ONLY THZ SECOND PITCH ANGLE IS USED, NOT
C THE SECOND ROLL ANGLE)
C THE PROGRAM ACCEPTS INPUTS FROM ACCELEROMETERS ON" BO__RD TP_ MODEL TO
C MEASbqlE THE MODEL PITCH AND ROLL RELATIVE TO GRAVITY,.
C
C ANS%_ERS SAVED FOR NEk'T COMPDq'ATION
C
C _ ORDER OF ROTATIONS ARE : STING PITCH (THESC), STING ROLL (PHISC),
C OFFSET YAW (PSIOFF), OFFSET PITCH (THEOFF), OFFSET ROLL (PHIOFF),
C SECOND STING PITCH (THESC2), SECOND STING ROLL (PHISC2),
C BENDING IN YAW (PSISB), BENDING IN PITCH (THESB), AND BENDING IN ROLL (PHISB)
C













STING LENGTHS (SHOULD BE ON THE ORDER OF 57.3 UNITS S0 THAT
DISTANCES _ND ANGLES ARE OF S_HE ORDER OF MAGNITUDE)
RI IS X3[E RADIUS OF ROTATION OF TI{E ARC SECTOR.
X2 IS %3{E LENGTH OF THE MAIN STING.












































C LIMITS ON STING ROLL ANGLE
PHISLL=-85.
PHISLU=I00.





LIMITS ON STING PITCH ANGLE (THESE LIMITS ALSO LIMIT




POSITIVE FOR FLOW FROM BELOW AND FROM RIGHT
SWA=.0
UWA=.0
FREE STREAM VELOCITIES (TOTAL VEL. = 1.0)
U=SQRT( I./ (I.+(TAND(SWA))**2+(TAND(UWA))**2) )
V=-U*TAND(SWA)
W = U*TAN_(b_A)

















































































MODEL PITCH _ND ROLL (SUBROUTINE SIMUST IS USED HERE
TO GENEraTE VALUES OF MODEL PITCH AN_ ROLL FOR THIS PROG_I.
ACTUALLY TKEY WILL BE P_ASURED WITH ACCELERO_TERS ON BOARD
THE MODEL AND INPUT INTO _ PROGP__M AS TKEMOB _ND PHIMOB)
CALL SIMUST(PSIOFF,THEOFF,PHIOFF, PSISB,THESB,PHISB,
* THES ,PHIS ,THES2 ,PHIS2,PSIMOB,TKEMOB,PHIMOB)
THEMOB=THEMOB+0.
PHIMOB=PHIMOB+0.
END OF INPUTS TO CONTROL PROGRAM











































C START OF CONTROL PROGP_
C
C
DETE_MINX THEORETICAL PITCH AND ROLL OF MODEL
AND COMPARE WITH MEASURED PITCH AND ROLL TO GET ERROR
CALL SIMUST(PSIOFF,THEOFF,PHIOFF,PSISB,THESB,PHISB,




C IF THEMOB OR PHIMOB IS NOT AVAILABLE, DTKEMOB OR DPHIMOB












START OVER POINT IF THE PROGF_M CONVERGES OLTSIDE THE
THE STING ROLL LIMITS (PHISLL & PHISLU)



























































DISSV = DZSV*COSD(PHISC) + DYSV*SIND(PHISC)
CALL SIMUST(PSIOFF,THEOFF,PHIOFF,PSISB,THESB,PHISB,
* THESC ,PHISC ,TKESC2 ,PHISC2,PSIME',THEMT, PHI_)
THEMOBT='I"r[EMT+DTHEMOB
PHIMOBT=PH!_'ff+DPHIHOB
CALL ALPBET(U,V,W,PSIMT,TKEMOBT,PHIHOBT,ALP ,BET )
CALL DIST(RI,XZ,X3,PSIOFF,THEOFF,PHIOFF,Tr[ESC ,PHISC,THESC2,
* DY ,DZ )
DALP =ALP - ALPC
DBET =BET - BETC




FSV = FA*DALPSV + FB*DBETSV + FD*DISSV




* THESC ,PHISC ,TKESC2 ,PHISC2,PSIFrI',THE_,PHIMT)
R_IEMOBT=THEP_+D_MOB
PHIHOBT=PHIMT+DPHIMOB
CALL ALPBET(U,V,W,PSIMT,THEHOBT,PHIHOBT,ALP ,BET )
CALL DIST(RI,X2,X3,PSIOFF,'[_[EOFF,PKIOFF,THESC ,PHISC,Xq{ESC2,










































DALP =ALP - ALPC
DBET =BET - BETC
DIS = DZ *COSD(PHISC) + DY *SIND(PHISC)
F = FA*DALP + FB*DBET + FD*DIS
IF(ABS(F).LT.TOLF) GO TO ii0
CONTINUE
CONTIND_
IF (THESC .EQ. 0.) THESC=.000001
PHISCSV=PHISC-I.
CALL SIMUST(PSIOFF,T}_0FF,PHIOFF, PSISB,THESB,PHISB,
* THESC ,PHISCSV,THESC2 ,PHISC2,PSIMT,THEMT,PHIMT)
THEMOBT--_._[r+DTHEMOB
PHIMOBT=PHI_+DPHIMOB





DISSV = DZSV*COSD(PHISCSV) + DYSV*SIND(PHISCSV)
CALL SIMUST(PSIOFF,THEOFF,PHIOFF,PSISB,THESB,PHISB,
* THESC ,PHISC ,THESC2 ,PHISC2,PSIMT,THE_,PHIMT)
THEMOBT=THE_+DTHEMOB
PHIMOBT=PHIMT+DPHIMOB
CALL ALPBET(U,V,W,PSIMT,THEMOBT, PHIMOBT,ALP ,BET )
CALL DIST(RI,X2,X3,PSIOFF,THEOFF,PHIOFF,THESC,PHISC ,THESC2,
* DY ,DZ )
DALP=ALP-ALPC
DBET=-BET-BETC




FSV = FA*DALPSV + FB*DBETSV + FD*DISSV
















































CALL ALPBET(U,V,W,PSIMT,THEMOBT, PHIMOBT,ALP ,BET )
CALL DIST(RI,X2,X3,PSIOFF,THEOFF,PHIOFF,T_SC,PHISC ,TH_SC2,
* DY ,DZ )
DALP=ALP-ALPC
DBET=BET-BETC
DIS = DZ *COSD(PHISC) + DY *SIND(PHISC)
F = FA*DALP + FB*DBET + FD*DIS













DISSV = DZSV*COSD(PHISC) + DYSV*SIND(PHISC)
CALL SI_ST(PSIOFF,Iq_EOFF,PHIOFF,PSISB,THESB,PHISB,
* THESC ,PHISC ,E"HESC2 ,PHISC2,PSIMT,'I_MT, PHIMT)
TKEMOBT=TKEMT+DTKEMOB
PHIMOBT=PHI_+DPHIMOB
CALL ALPBET(U,V,W,PSIMT,TKEMOBT,PHIMOBT,ALP ,BET )
CALL DIST(RI,X2,X3,PSIOFF,IC-_OFF,PHIOFF,'Iq_ESC,PH!SC,_"KESC2 ,
* DY ,DZ )
DALP=ALP-ALPC
DBET=BET-BETC




FSV = FA*DALPSV + FB*DBETSV + FD*DISSV











































* THESC ,PHISC ,THESC2 ,PHISC2,PSI_,TKEMT, PHIMT)
THEMOBT=THEMT+DTHEMOB
PHIMOBT=PHINT+DPHIMOB
CALL ALPBET(U,V,W,PSIMT,TKEMOBT, PHIHOBT,ALP ,BET )
CALL DIST(RI,X2,X3,PS!OFF,THEOFF,PHIOFF,THESC,PHISC,TKESC2 ,
* DY ,DE )
DALP=ALP-ALPC
DBET=BET-BETC
DIS = DZ *COSD(PHISC) + DY *SIND(PHISC)
F = FA*DALP + FB*DBET + FD*DIS





CHECK TO SEE IF MOVE_NT IN THESC, PHISC &ND THESC2 IS LESS TP.AN
TOLANG IN LAST ITERATION
IF ( ABS(THESC-THESSAV).LT.TOLA.NG
* ._ND.ABS(PHISC-PHISSAV).LT. TOL_NG






IF (IREPT.GE.I2) GO TO 3020
PRINT 97, ICONV
PRINT 94
PRINT 99, THESC, PHISC, THESC2, PHISC2,ALP, BET,DY,DZ







































































FINAL CON_XRGENCE ON ALPHA COrM.AN9 (ALPC) AND BETA CO_hMAND (BETC)
WITHOUT REGARD TO DISTANCE (DIS)
DO 2000 ICONV=I,100
TRESCSV--'TKESC-I.
CALL SIMUST(PSiOFF,THEOFF, PHIOFF, PSISB,THESB,PHISB,
















































* "IIIESC ,PHISC ,EliESC2 ,PRISC2,PSIMT,TEEMT,PHIMT)
THEMOBT---_MT+DTHEMOB
PHIMOBT=PHIMT+DPHIMOB
CALL ALPBET(U,V,W,PSI_,TEEMOBT, PHIMOBT,ALP ,BET )
DALP =ALP - ALPC
DBET =BET - BETC
FA=ALP - ALPSV
FB=BET - BETSV
FSV = FA*DALPSV + FB*DBETSV




* THESC ,PHISC ,_iESC2 ,PHISC2,PSI_,X_{EMT, PHIMT)
RIIEMOBT='I'HE_+DTHEHOB
PHIMOBT=PHIMT+DPHIMOB
CALL ALPBET(U,V,W, PSIMT,X_{EMOBT, PHIMOBT,ALP ,BET )
DALP =ALP - ALPC
DBET =BET - BETC
F = FA*DALP + FB*DBET
IF(ABS(F).LT.TOLF) GO TO III0
CONTINUE
CONTIh_E
IF(THESC.EQ. 0. ) THESC=. 000001
PHISCSV=PHISC-I.
CALL SIMUST(PSIOFF,THEOFF,PHIOFF,PSISB,TI{ESB,PHISB,
* THESC ,PHISCSV,_HESC2 ,PHISC2,PSIHT,_MT, PH!MT)
I_{EMOBT=-THE_+DTHEMOB
PHIMOBT=PHIMT+DPHIMOB




























































































































FSV = FA*DALPSV + FB*DBETSV




* THESC ,PHISC ,THESC2 ,PHISC2,PSI_,THEMT, PHIMT)
THEMOBT=THEMT+DlqiEMOB
PHIMOBT=PHI_+DPHIMOB
CALL ALPBET(U,V,W,PSIMT,THEMOBT, PHIMOBT,ALP ,BET )
DALP=ALP-ALPC
DBET=BET-BETC
F = FA*DALP + FB*DBET
IF(ABS(F).LT.TOLF) GO TO 1310
1300 CoN"rlNUE
1310 CONTINUE
C CHECK TO SEE IF ALP _\D BET ARE WIT}[IN TOLDAB OF ALPC _ND BETC
IF ((ABS(DALP)+ABS(DBET)) .LT. TOLDAB ) GO TO 2010
2000 CONTINUE
2010 CONTINUE




PRINT 99, THESC, PHISC, RNiESC2, PHISC2,ALP, BET






























































C FINAL CONVERGENCE ON ALPHA COM_MAND (ALPC) AND BETA COw.MAiD (BETC)
C WITHOUT REGARD TO DISTANCE (DIS), _ND WITH THESC SET TO
C THE LIMIT (THESLL OR THESLU)


























































* THESC ,PHISC ,TKESC2 ,PHiSC2,PSIMT,RT{E_,PH!MT)
"IUfEMOBT=THEMT+DTHEMOB
PHIMOBT=-PHD_+DPHIMOB





FSV = FA*DALPSV + FB*DBETSV




* IH4ESC ,PHISC ,THESC2 ,PHISC2,PSI_,THZ_,PHIMT)
X"HEMOBT=THE_+DTHEMOB
PHIMOBT=PHD_+DPHIMOB
CALL ALPBET(U,V,W,PSIMT,TKEMOBT, PHIMOBT,ALP ,BET )
DALP=ALP-ALPC
DBET=-BET-BETC
F = FA*DALP + FB*DBET






* X"HESC ,PHISCSV,I_SC2 ,PHiSC2,PSIMT,THE._fr, P_IMT)
THEMOBT=INiEMT+DTHEMOB
PHIMOBT=PHIMT+DPHIMOB

















































* THESC ,PHISC ,THESC2 ,PHISC2,PSIMT,THEMT,PHIMT)
THEMOBT=THE_+DTHEMOB
PHIMOBT=PHI_fr+DPHIMOB





FSV = FA*DALPSV + FB*DBETSV




* THESC ,PHISC ,XT[ESC2 ,PHISC2,PSIMT,TKEMT, PHI_)
THEMOBT=THEMT+DTHEMOB
PHIMOBT=PHIMT+DPHIMOB
CALL ALPBET(U,V,W,PSIMT,THEMOBT, PHIMOBT,ALP ,BET )
DALP=ALP-ALPC
DBET=BET-BETC
F = FA*DALP + FB*DBET
IF(ABS(F).LT.TOLF) GO TO 2210
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
CHECK TO SEE IF ALP AND BET ARE WITHIN TOLDAB OF ALPC AND BETC
IF ((ABS(DALP)+ABS(DBET)) .LT. TOLDAB ) GO TO 3010
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
IF (IREPT.GE.6) GO TO 3020
PRINT 97, ICONY
PRINT 94
PRINT 99, X"rIESC, PHISC, THESC2, PHISC2,ALP, BET























































11_SC2 PHISC2 ALPC BETC",
* " PSIOFF THEOFF PHIOFF")
95 FORMAT(" THESC PHISC _KESC2 PHISC2 DALP",
* " DBET DY DZ F")
94 FORMAT(" I_iESC PHISC Th_SC2 PHISC2 ALP BET ",
* " DY DZ")
C SAVE ANSWERS WITH PITCH LIMITED TO THESLL OR THESLU





* DY ,DZ )
PRINT 98
PRINT 94




99 FORMAT (6F9.4, 2F7.3,FI0.5)
98 FORMAT ( )
97 FO_MAT(IH ,"ICONV =" 13)J










































C THIS SUBROUTINE SIMULATES
C YAW, PITCH AND ROLL GIVEN
C STING ROLL _WD PITCH, _
DOR=57.2957795
THE STING. IT CALCULATES THE Rq{EORETICAL MODEL
INPUTS OF RqiE STING OFFSETS, STING BENDING,










CALCULATE PITCH OF MODEL
IF(XZ.LT.-I.)XZ=-I.
IF(XZ.GT. I.)XZ = i.
THEMT=ASIN(-XZ)*DOR
ROLL AND YAW OF THE MODEL
IF(YZ.EQ.0..AND.ZZ.EQ.0. ) RU{EN
CASE WP_P,E PITCH OF MODEL IS +/-90.
PHI MT=-ATAN2 (-YX, ZX)*DOR
PS IMT=0.
ELSE
























































THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO CALCULATE THE COMPONENTS, IN THE MODEL
AXIS SYSTEM, OF A VECTOR (X,Y,Z) IN ]_[E WIN_ TUNNEL _XIS SYSTEM
STING PITCH (Y)
XB=X*COSD (THES )-Z*S IND (THES)
YB=Y
ZB=Z*CO SD (THES) +X*S IND (THES)
STING ROLL (X)
XC=XB
¥C=YB*COSD (PHI S )-ZB*S IND( PHI S)
ZC=ZB*COSO(PHIS)+YB*S IND(PHI S)
OFFSET YAW (Z)
XD=XC*COSD (PS IOFF )-YC*S IND (PS !OFF)
YD=YC*COSD (PS IOFF) +XC*S INq3(PS IOFF)
ED=ZC
OFFSET PITCH (Y)
XE=XD*COSD (THEOFF) -ZD*S IND (THEOFF)
YE=YD
ZE=ZD*COSD (THEOFF) +XD*S IND (THEOFF)
OFFSET ROLL (X)
XF=XE
YF=YE*COSD (PH IOFF) -ZE*S IND(PHIOFF)
ZF=ZE*COS D(PHI OFF) +YE*S IND (PHIOFF)
SECOND STING PITCH (Y)
XC-=XF*COSD (THES 2) -ZF*SIND(THES2)
YC-=YF
ZG=ZF*COSD (THES 2) +XF*S IND (THES 2)



































































SUBROUTINE ALPBET(U, V,W, PS IM,THEM, PHIM, ALP, BET)
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE ANGLE OF ATTACK (ALP) A_\_D
C ANGLE OF SIDESLIP (BET) OF A WIND TUNNEL MODEL. lq{E INPUTS ARE
C TKE VELOCITY COMPONENTS IN THE WIND TUN_EL (U, V, AND W), __ND THE
C MODEL EULER ROTATION ANGLES, YAW (PSIM), PITCH (THEM) @_ND ROLL (PHIM).
C TEE SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE COMPONENTS OF THE FREE STREAM VELOCITY
C ALONG THE TKREE AXES OF THE MODEL AFTER EACH ROTATION AND THESE VELOCITY








UB=UA*COSD (THEM) -WA*S IND (THEM)
VB=VA
WB=WA_'=COSD (I_{EM)+UA* S IND (THEH)
C ROLL (X)
UC=UB
VC=VB*COSD (PHIM) -WB*S IND (PHIM)
WC=WB*COSD(PHIM)+VB*SIND(PHIM)
C ALPHA AND BETA
IF(WC.NE. 0.. AND. UC. NE. 0. ) THEN




IF(VC. LT. -I. )VC=- i.















































C RI IS _ RADIUSOFROTATIONOFTHEARCSECTOR.
C X2 IS THELENGTHOFTHEMAINSTING.









C 2NDSTING ROLL (X)
C NO EFFECT ON X, Y OR Z





















































































































C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE VALL_ OF X WHICH MINIMIZES THE VALUE OF Y.
C THE CALLING PROGRAM CALCULATES _IE VALL_S OF Y FOR EACH VALUE OF X.
C THE N_W VALUE OF X IS DETErmINeD BY CALCULATING WHERE A STRAIGHT LINE
C THROUGH Tr[E LAST TWO PREVIOUS PAIR OF POINTS, X _ND Y, kid XSAVE _iND YSAVE,
C INq_ERSECT "lq{EX AXIS. THIS NEW VALUE OF X IS RETURNED TO THE CALLING






IF(X2.EQ.XI) GO TO 3
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